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Notes From DC (Or How I Went To Washington To Save The Boating World)
When Dean West asked me
to go to the American Boating
Congress in his stead, after busting a flipper, I scrambled to prep
myself for the myriad of questions
I wanted to ask the keepers of our
Constitution.
Arriving late (last minute flight
arrangements) the first day threw
me into a grand reception that
featured mostly marine industry
reps and lobbyists. I did, however,
meet some strong willed people
who shared a similar agenda as
mine, i.e.: No on Ethanol, streamlining the ‘check in’ process at our
lakes and rivers for invasive species, sales tax ‘caps’, recreational
fishing restrictions and ‘cruising ‘
permits.
Day two had us choosing
which seminar presentations we
wanted to attend and given that

there were three per session I
had to choose the ones that best
fit the important issues facing the
California boating industry and its
customers.
State by State session… Melissa Danko is a very dynamic Executive Director for the New Jersey
Marine Association and the driving
force behind New Jersey’s adopting a sales tax cap for recreational
boat purchases. We all know that
this is a big hurdle in closing a
boat deal. The surprise, for many
buyers, is that there is nearly a
ten percent tax due the State of
California at purchase. Florida has
recently put a cap on the total tax
that can be collected ($18,000).
Can we hope to do the same? The
folks in New Jersey didn’t think
(after Hurricane Sandy and other
(cont. on page 5)

In front of Rep. Mimi Walters office.

A Tale Of Two Stories
STORY ONE
Many years ago, Al Capone
virtually owned Chicago. Capone
wasn’t famous for anything heroic.
He was notorious for enmeshing the windy city in everything from
bootlegged booze and prostitution,
to murder. Capone had a lawyer
nicknamed “Easy Eddie.” He was
Capone’s lawyer for a good reason.
Eddie was very good! In fact, Eddie’s skill at legal maneuvering kept

Big Al out of jail for a long time.
To show his appreciation, Capone
paid him very well.  Not only was
the money big, but Eddie got
special dividends, as well. For
instance, Eddie and his family occupied a fenced-in mansion with
live-in help and all of the conveniences of the day.
The estate was so large that
it filled an entire Chicago city
block. Eddie lived the high life of

the Chicago mob and gave little
consideration to the atrocity that
went on around him. Eddie did
have one soft spot, however.
He had a son that he loved
dearly. Eddie saw to it that his
young son had clothes, cars, and
a good education.
Nothing was withheld. Price was no object. And,
despite his involvement with
(cont. on page 4)
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by Jeff Merrill, CPYB

By Jeff Merrill, CPYB
These may be the good old
days…
I’m writing this report on the
Surfliner train heading north out of
San Diego where I just completed
my second survey on a brokerage
boat in the last two weeks. Watching the cars stuck in freeway traffic
at snail-mail pace while I’m gliding
along at dial-up email modem
speed gets me thinking. I’m surfing the web, checking my emails
and actually enjoying the travel
while contemplating the world of
being a yacht broker.
What is tried and true seems
to stick around. It may fade in
and out of favor, but things that
work and are built to last rarely
become obsolete. The train as a
means for commuting is one of
those old standbys. I remember
when my father used to take the
train in to New York and later to
Los Angeles for business. Not me,
I’ve lived my life in a car, it’s part of
growing up in California, but even
that is changing. Driving (parking)
on the freeway is no fun! Sure you
can make some cell phone calls
(hands free), but emails and texts
are on hold. Tonight when I arrive
at the train station I can Uber or
Lyft home and choose to work or
relax while someone else does the
driving. Our car-centric culture is
changing like so many other things
and we’re all learning to adapt.
When I started my career in
the marine industry in 1980 a Telex machine was common. Phone
answering machines and then fax
machines soon followed. Later in
my career I was working as a sales
manager for sailboat builder and
I’ll never forget when one of my
dealers told me about a great new
thing that I would love – email - I
could write one “letter” to all of
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the dealers instead of individual
letters and they would get the
message immediately with no
postal delays. I didn’t embrace it
at first, now I can’t live without it.
In fact, a good friend teasingly calls
me Jeff “E-Merrill” and my family
rolls their eyes when we are leaving on an outing only after I send
“one more email”. Landlines have
been replaced by cell phones and
cell phones now take photos and
movies. The novelty of websites
as amusing entertainment has
developed into essential business
promotion and the ultimate way
to communicate 24 hours a day.
Wasn’t sure why I signed up for
LinkedIn or Twitter years ago, but
they are all important communication tools now and Facebook is
not just for Friends as clients can
now Like my business. It seems
like I reluctantly keep up and
wonder what is coming next that
I will have to master.
But back to the future, because I believe in recycling and
that things that fall out of favor
often have a way of making a
comeback from the past. My teenage son has been poking around
in my vinyl record collection – experiencing the same quality music
that I did growing up, pausing to
flip the record over to hear the
other side. It’s not as convenient
as clicking to next on his IPhone,
but it slows the pace and he now
appreciates the album cover and
liner notes. On the train I’ve got
my Bose headphones on and
am listing to my IPod, nice background as I stick my head up to
enjoy the California coast rolling
by. What ever happened to record
stores, or video rental stores?
The real estate market is on
fire in Seattle and San Francisco,
(cont. on next page)

From The President… (cont. from pg. 2)

Inside This Issue:

the stock market (well, I still don’t where it is heading, but this hovering near 18k seems to make buyers
more confident). Obviously it is an election year, we
have the Olympics coming up in a few weeks. Every
waking minute we are bombarded with messages
demanding our attention and filling up our brains.
The old fashioned 9 to 5 work day with weekends off
does not apply to our field… it seems much closer
to 24/7/365 and I keep telling myself that I’ll catch
up on my sleep next week.
Good things come to those who wait and I truly
believe the good old days of boat sales is happening right now. We all work hard to keep up with the
changes and balance work and family. Plowing along
at a steady trawler pace there are slow periods and
then it seems like everything happens at once and
business shifts into life in the fast lane. At the recent
CYBA Legal seminar (if you missed it you just fell a
few steps behind your industry colleagues) almost all
of the brokers I spoke with are having a great year.
The spring rush is spilling into the arrival of summer
and it’s hard to line up surveyors on short notice.
Never underestimate the importance of your
smile, eye contact and a firm handshake. Meeting
with clients in person – at your office, on the docks
or at a boat show is still the best way to nurture a
relationship. Followed by phone calls, emails and
texts (at least that’s the way it works for me). The
point (do I have to make a point, I’m kind of enjoying just typing up a rambling message?) is don’t get
stuck behind your computer – get out, meet and
greet the old fashioned way with a lunch meeting
or drinks in person.
We are all very fortunate to live in a connected
world. Sure, you may lose a deal or two to the buyer
who reads the sellers blog and works out a direct
sale, unfortunately that is only going to become more
prevalent. Why does the buyer or seller need a yacht
broker? We each need to figure this out and develop
our message or our profession could devolve like our
friends who are/were travel agents.
The social media essentials: Linked In, Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram may occupy a lot of your free
time and not produce immediate results, but the
Millennials are tracking this and done correctly it
will bring you attention. Fortunately, today, there are
only a handful of social media channels to manage,
in five years there may be ten or more we will need
to monitor and update.
Take a minute to catch your breath and compare
your current activity vs. where you were a year ago,
hopefully you are doing better. Interest rates are
competitive, lenders are loaning and there is a lot
of momentum. All of this could turn on a dime, so
make hay while the sun is shining and keep fishing
while the fish are biting.
Past president and current CYBA Board member
Nick Friedman is Beta testing the new CYBA Forms
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and gave a preview at the Legal Seminar – many
improvements and they are going to be fast, efficient
and will save you time – the one thing we just don’t
seem to have enough of. I encourage you to sign up
everyone in your office as CYBA members so that
each sales team member has their own private log
in. Learning the new Forms system will make it easier
for you to juggle several deals at the same time, isn’t
that a wonderful problem to have?
With a busy schedule you can get spread too thin,
don’t forget to take time with your family and get
some sleep. Anita Petersen put on her “mom hat” at
the Legal Seminar and told us all to wear sunscreen
and sunglasses, a timely reminder as we enjoy the
(cont. on pg. 6)

Please send any correspondence to:

CYBA
3445 Airway Drive, Suite 112,
Reno, NV 89511-1847
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Tale Of Two Stories… (cont. from pg. 1)
organized crime, Eddie tried
to teach him right from wrong. Eddie wanted his son to be a better
man than he was. Yet, with all his
wealth and influence, there were
two things he couldn’t give his
son; he couldn’t pass on a good
name or a good example. One
day, Easy Eddie reached a difficult
decision. He wanted to rectify
wrongs he had done.
He decided he would go to the
authorities and tell the truth about
Al “Scarface” Capone, clean up his
tarnished name, and offer his son
some semblance of integrity. To
do this, he would have to testify
against The Mob, and he knew
that the cost would be great. But
he testified. Within the year, Easy
Eddie’s life ended in a blaze of
gunfire on a lonely Chicago Street.
But in his eyes, he had given his
son the greatest gift he had to offer, at the greatest price he could
ever pay. Police removed from
his pockets a rosary, a crucifix, a
religious medallion, and a poem
clipped from a magazine.
The poem reads:
“The clock of life is wound but
once, and no man has the power to tell just when the hands
will stop, at late or early hour.
Now is the only time you own.
Live, love, toil with a will.
Place no faith in time. For the
clock may soon be still.”
STORY TWO
World War II produced many
heroes. One such man was
Lieutenant Commander Butch
O’Hare. He was a fighter pilot assigned to the aircraft carrier Lexington in the South Pacific. One day
his entire squadron was sent on a
mission. After he was airborne, he
looked at his fuel gauge and realized that someone had forgotten
to top off his fuel tank. He would
not have enough fuel to complete
his mission and get back to his
ship. His flight leader told him to
return to the carrier. Reluctantly,
he dropped out of formation and
headed back to the fleet. As he
was returning to the mother ship,
PAGE 4

he saw something that turned his
blood cold; a squadron of Japanese aircraft was speeding its way
toward the American fleet. The
American fighters were all gone
on a sortie, and the fleet was all
but defenseless.
He couldn’t reach his squadron and bring them back in time
to save the fleet. Nor could he
warn the fleet of the approaching
danger. There was only one thing
to do. He must somehow divert
them from the fleet. Laying aside
all thoughts of personal safety, he
dove into the formation of Japanese planes.
Wing-mounted 50 calibers
blazed as he charged in, attacking one surprised enemy plane
after another. Butch wove in and
out of the now broken formation
and fired at as many planes as
possible until all his ammunition
was finally spent. Undaunted, he
continued the assault. He dove at
the planes, trying to clip a wing
or tail in hopes of damaging
as many enemy planes as possible, rendering them unfit to fly.
Finally, the exasperated Japanese
squadron took off in another
direction. Deeply relieved, Butch
O’Hare and his tattered fighter

limped back to the carrier. Upon
arrival, he reported in and related the event surrounding his
return. The film from the guncamera mounted on his plane
told the tale. It showed the extent of Butch’s daring attempt to
protect his fleet. He had, in fact,
destroyed five enemy aircraft.
This took place on February 20,
1942, and for that action Butch became the Navy’s first Ace of WWII,
and the first Naval Aviator to win
the Medal of Honor.
A year later Butch was killed
in aerial combat at the age of
29. His home town would not
allow the memory of this WW II
hero to fade, and today, O’Hare
International Airport in Chicago
is named in tribute to the courage of this great man. So the
next time you find yourself at
O’Hare Airport you will find,
between Terminals 1 and 2,
a memorial dedicated to
this Medal of Honor hero.
Give some thought to visiting
Butch’s memorial displaying his
statue and his Medal of Honor.
SO WHAT DO THESE TWO
STORIES HAVE TO DO WITH EACH
OTHER? Butch O’Hare was “Easy
Eddie’s” son.

EIGHT BELLS:
The sounding of ship’s bell is well rooted
in the history and tradition of the maritime
industry. The bell marked time onboard and
divided the day into shifts or “watches” for the
crew. At the end of the last shift, the end of the
last watch, eight bells rang out – Eight Bells and
All is Well. A sailor’s time for rest.
The California Yacht Brokers Association
would like to recognize the passing of our
Members. We pay tribute to those who loved
the yacht industry and their time on the water,
and recognize a job well done by those who
served our industry.
Doug Jones was raised in the Costa Mesa
area, and had recently after retirement moved to
St. George Utah. After a long career that included
managing Lido Ship Yard, Ventura and Windward
Boat Yards, he became a Marine Surveyor. His
love of wooden boats, and the history of yachting,
was legend. He will be greatly missed.
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BOAT LOANS
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economic woes) that they could… but they did! California loses millions a year by unsold boats, services
taken ‘offshore’ and sales to other states because of
this issue. Your CYBA is aware of this issue and there
will be more to come.
My second session selection was the issue of
Ethanol and the RFS. We, as California boaters, are
using what is commonly referred to as E10 (or a 10%
Ethanol based gasoline) in our gas powered engines.
Most trailer boat users typically fuel up at their local service station and may not know the reported
damage that this fuel does to an unprotected marine
engine. Most stations do a poor job of educating
these users with labeling about this gasoline and its
effects on their motors. What is legislated, is that the
Ethanol level in gasoline be raised to 15% (E15) and,
in some cases, E85, which is justified with the move
away from foreign fuel supplies. The problem for us
(boaters) starts with the damage that this fuel will
do to our engine sources, the fact that they cannot
supply enough ethanol to meet the demand (causing
shortages) and the lack of research into better solutions for the issue. The Congressional representatives
I spoke with are in support to table this introduction,
but have little current access to the government agencies that are proposing the fuel change. There will be
more on this issue from our state lobbyist very soon.
Third session had to do with Invasive Species, a
big issue for the lakes and rivers of our great state
(quagga mussel inspections) and the Delta Water
Hyacinth, currently choking hundreds of miles of our
navigable central state waterways. The inspection
stations currently used in Northern and Southern
California are experiencing lines not dissimilar than
the TSA airport lines. And the costs are climbing.
Nothing will deter people away from using their
boats (or purchasing) than to have to have their boats
repeatedly inspected through a laborious procedure.

MEMBER

(cont. on page 8)

On the wall in front of a Congress person’s office.
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Make Sure Your Pet Is Safe And Happy Onboard
If you’re a pet owner, you
know how hard it is to leave your
furry friend at home while you’re
out on the water. Because of this,
many people end up bringing their
pets aboard for the fun, but it’s
important to take the same care
and safety measures for your furry
family member as you do with
the humans on deck. We’ve put
together a few key tips for keeping
your pet safe while cruising the
waterways.
Bring your pet aboard the vessel a few times before setting sail
to familiarize them with the new
environment and unusual sensations. If you’re considering bringing a feline on deck, make sure to
survey your boat for holes, cracks,
and hiding places beforehand and
close off all nooks your cat may

be curious about. This will save
you the frustrations of struggling
to pry your cat out of potentially
dangerous areas and compartments on the boat while cruising.
What’s more, only bring a cat with
claws on board a boat-a clawless
kitty cannot grab hold of a rope or
safety net if they slip off the side.
Next, traveling with your pet
requires more than just bringing
them along with you. A commonly
overlooked part of pet travel is paperwork. Just like us humans, your
pet needs a passport if you plan
to take them along to explore international waters, as required by
law in most countries. Moreover,
pets are frequently required by
law to have a microchip (which is
necessary to register your pet for
a passport), and owners should

have proper carrying and vaccination paperwork for each traveling
pet (store in a waterproof baggy
for safekeeping). Adding your
boat’s name to your pet’s collar
tag is also an idea to consider for
if they get loose around a marina.
For more information and
resources on pet travel requirements, visit pettravel.com.
A special thanks to Southern
Boating Magazine for allowing us
to reprint this in our newsletter.
If any of our readers would like
a free digital subscription please
visit their site: www.southernboat
ing.com.

From The President… (cont. from pg. 3)
summer months ahead and the sunshine of incredible business opportunities.
I’m very upbeat with our industry. We need to
continue to attract new boaters and insure that
everyone has fun on the water so that boating becomes their preferred leisure activity and owning a
boat is something they aspire to. The Baby Boomers
are ready to buy (often their second or third boat),
Gen X is taking over the world and loving owning
boats, and the Millennials are testing the waters,
but would prefer to “borrow” a boat – so we need
to understand these generational nuances and learn
to communicate to everyone.
Maybe I’m just being optimistic (a common sales
person characteristic), but from my view – happy
days are here again. I hope you are listing, showing,
signing and closing. Take advantage of technology,
but don’t let it take advantage of you – dust off your

To All Of Our Industry Friends:

old turn table and play a record, if nothing else you
will get a short burst of exercise every twenty minutes
when you have to get up to flip the album over to
the other side.
Perfect timing, I’m arriving at the station relaxed
and happy I got some work done on the train. I went
old school and called my wife Pam to pick me up,
maybe I’ll ride share next time? Once I get home I’m
going to hug my kids, pet my dog and have a nice
cold beer – and I won’t have to turn on my laptop
until the morning. I need to rest up for the rest of
the week – showings, calls, emails and follow up. I
hope you are all enjoying the current resurgence in
our industry, it is a great time to be a yacht broker
and I’m quite certain that when our careers wind
down we will look back at this period in time as “the
good old days” so take a moment now to smile and
enjoy the ride.

Please be aware that there is an online documentation company known as U.S. Vessel Documentation
and they’re web address is very similar to ours. Our web address is vesseldocumentation.com NOT vessel
documentation.us.
Your google searches may give the appearance that you are dealing with The Mary Conlin Company,
Inc., another documentation service, or even the National Vessel Documentation Center (Coast Guard). I
have received several calls from my customers who are confused. I also got a call from a broker today asking
why I am showing a selection on the home page to allow you to list your boat. THIS IS NOT MARY CONLIN
COMPANY!
So, just be aware with whom you are transacting vessel documentation business and whose website
you have selected.
Thanks for your time, Mary Bacon

PAGE 6
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Notes From DC… (cont. from pg. 5)
California legislators that we were
able to meet with were interested
in some innovative ideas we proposed for simple solutions, such
as a bilge water filtering system,
new growth suppressing, environmentally safe chemicals for killing
off the hyacinth and input for
managing the inspection stations
on our lakes and rivers.
I was able to meet with four
Congressional offices representing
Northern and Southern California
and two Senators offices. We
left prepared packages from the
NMMA outlining our concerns
and contact information to create
a better liaison with our industry

and their offices.
On the third day, we were
given the chance to continue our
meetings, as well as a luncheon
with a US Senator and three Congress people who were avid boaters and supported our positions.
The US Coast Guard safety officer
did a great presentation on their
efforts for better buoy control for
navigation and the research on life
jacket technology.
This is an ongoing process to
stay in front of the issues that affect our industry and it is comforting to know that the NMMA has
great staff in Washington fighting
the good fight, as well as many

other marine groups that put
countless hours into protecting
our interests. Along with the California Boating Congress (which
many other states found to be a
great example of being involved
with local politics), the CYBA will
continue to serve in the interests
of our membership and California
boating as a whole.
Opinion: It is important for our
CYBA to continually send a representative to the annual event so
that our voices are heard by our
legislators (representing California
and the nation) and our membership remains informed.
Mik Maguire

Halfway Through And So Far So Good!
By: Bill Krauss
Another milestone reached in
the legislative process and time
for another newsletter article. We
have just passed the deadline for
bills to pass out of their policy
committee hearings and now bills
move to either the house floor or
to a fiscal committee. This is an
important time because these first
hearings on the policy is where the
merits of the bills get discussed
and, as such, some move on while
others stall in the process. While
there are hundreds of bills moving
through the process, we are tracking a few dozen and have specific
interest in just a few.
The most exciting bill on the
horizon is SCA 7 (Huff). This bill
would provide constitutional
protections for the Harbors and
Watercraft Revolving Fund. These
are monies that are paid by boaters, in the form of gas taxes, and
are supposed to be used for
boating purposes. However, as
anyone who has read my reports
over the years, this fund has been
under continual assault by the
Legislature to be used for other
purposes. This measure would
put in the state constitution specific language that would prevent
these takings.
This constitutional amendPAGE 8

ment was introduced as part of
a much larger conversation on
transportation funding. I won’t
bore you with all the details, but
transportation bond funds are running out, lower gas prices mean
less road tax money, and cars are
getting better gas mileage; all of
this means fewer dollars for our
roads. In response the Governor,
legislative leaders and stakeholders are engaged in discussions on
how to solve this problem. Senator Huff introduced SCA 7 so it
will be in place to be considered
as part of this larger discussion.
These discussions are complex
as there are many potential outcomes, and any solution will take
a 2/3 vote, so the chances of success is an uphill battle. However,
should a plan come together, we
are in position for a possibly very
good outcome.
State Budget
I spend a lot of time talking
about boating specific issues in
the state budget, but sometimes
it is good to know how our state
is doing in terms of its general
fiscal health. Here is a snapshot
of the big picture of the budget
via a quote from the Legislative
Analysts’ Office, the non-partisan
office that reviews fiscal actions of
the Legislature and the Governor,
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on the “May Revision” of the state
budget:
“In the May Revision, the
Governor proposes ending 201617 with $8.5 billion in total state
General Fund reserves. This level
of reserves is about $1.7 billion
lower than the level proposed by
the Governor in January, which
largely reflects a downward revision in revenue estimates since
then, as well as increased required
spending on K-14 education. Nevertheless, estimated tax revenues
continue to exceed proposed
spending in 2016-17, which
would facilitate total reserves ending 2016-17 at $4 billion above
the level assumed in the state’s
2015-16 budget plan.”
I think it is fair to say that while
growth is not vigorous, the state
remains fiscally healthy, and that
can only be good for protecting
boating programs.
AB 2092 (Frazier): Commercial
Vessels: Abandoned Watercraft
Abatement Fund
This is a bill that we are watching very closely as it is a classic
example of a “double-edged
sword.” The bill expands access
to the grant program that funds
the removal of abandoned vessels to abandoned “commercial”
(cont. on page 9)

Boat Superstitions (Part 1)
The most well known superstition of course is the renaming of the boat. The origins
are apparently Greek (Poseidon),
continuing through the Romans
(Neptune) and at least peripherally influencing the Norse (Ran,
Aegir, Njord, Odin and Hagar).
Boaters, fisherman, sailors, etc…
are superstitious folk.
The “bad luck” is brought
upon by the God of the Sea who
maintains a ledger of all boat
names. Thus the first component
to disable the bad luck of a new
boat name is the de-naming ceremony. This ceremony causes the
God to forget the name and of
course requires alcohol.
All of these ceremonies require quality champagne or wine.
To properly de-name the vessel,
first pour a portion of the beverage into the ocean as an offering
to the God and then pour some
into your mouth(s). The alcohol
helps the God forget.
Next gather all items emblazoned with the previous name,

burn them and scatter the ashes
into the sea. “White out” the
“Previous Vessel Names” on your
Coast Guard documentation, as
you might need it later; otherwise
make sure all vestiges of the old
name are completely eliminated.
The re-naming ceremony
begins with appeasing the Gods
with more liquor and a request
that they accept the new name.
Following this second offering to
the Gods, a glass of the quality
champagne or wine is enjoyed
by the captain and the first mate,
in the name of good luck. Don’t
bring aboard anything with the
new name until the first ceremony
is complete, or you’ll have a lot
more drinking to do.
The last required ceremony
is the appeasement of the four
winds. This ceremony includes
(yep, you saw it coming) pouring
four equal amounts of the chosen beverage and tossing them
in each of the primary compass
directions. The remainder of the
beverage is to be consumed by

those involved in the ceremonies.
During my training I was
taught that nudity was involved
in this ceremony, however, I
found no such reference in my
exhaustive validation research. I
did come across a reference to naked women. It is bad luck to have
women aboard, because they
distract sailors from their duties,
but naked women are good luck
because they calm the seas. Thus
topless figurines of women adorn
the bows of so many sailing ships.
The takeaway is that quality
champagne or wine help solve
boating problems. If you and/
or your first mate are recovering
from alcoholism, we support you.
Please contact us and someone
from our office will be happy to
perform the ceremonies on your
behalf.
p.s. we like women on our
boats, with or without clothes.
Kells Christian,
Christian & Company Marine Surveyors
Themarinesurveyors.com
619.223.7380

Halfway Through… (cont. from pg. 8)
vessels. In current law only recreational vessels have access to the
program. Some of our members
support this bill while others are
opposed or have concerns.
On the one hand, there is concern that expanding the program
will reduce funds available for the
core mission, which is the abatement of recreational vessels, while
in contrast commercial vessels can
also be a hazard to navigation and,
therefore, should be removed.
We have been in discussion
with the author’s office and the
sponsors and will continue to
stay in close contact and monitor its progress to ensure it is not
amended in a manner that is objectionable to all of our members.
Other Bills
We continue to monitor
dozens of other bills that have
some general interest or could be
amended to be of concern, from

how a bill that limits stakeholder
communication with the Coastal
Commission to a bill that will
evaluate the need for an “Inner
Coast Conservancy,” and many
others. Our leadership has also
decided to support several bills,
two of which continue to move
through the process. Those bills
include: 1) A bill to allow body
contact on Bear Lake Reservoir. 2)
A bill supporting the restoration of
the Salton Sea.
Final Thoughts
Right now we are not in the
middle of any major crisis, but the
legislative process is like the Army:
periods of waiting followed by extreme conflict. The time to prepare
for the next crisis is now and each
of our members can play a role by
getting to know your Legislator.
They often have events in your
area or you can invite them to your
facility or to the next Chamber of

Commerce event or Rotary meeting, as examples.
The former Speaker of the
House or Representative said: “All
politics are local,” and that is very
true. If you have a relationship
with your Legislator, that might
come in very handy when we are
looking for votes during a crisis.
We are doing our part by conducting what we are calling the
“California Boating Congress.” Our
first event was earlier this year and
we are planning on conducting
the event each year in the spring.
It is an event with boating related
speakers in the morning, followed
by meetings with Legislators in the
afternoon. Our goal is to raise the
profile of boating and its industries
with Sacramento policy makers,
and you can be part of it by participating in the CBC and getting
active in your community!
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Editor’s Notes
Hard to believe we have shot
through a large part of the summer already and August is upon
us. Down here in Southern California it seems that sales are doing
very well from the conversations I
have had with marine surveyors,
other yacht brokers and boat yard
personnel along with the graph
below provided by Statistical
Surveys shows a modest growth
in our industry here in the U.S.
or at least a portion thereof from
2015 - 2016. Basically from what I
see is that the power-boat market
that most of us deal with showed
a growth of 6.5% and the sail
market saw a 3.2% growth.
The CYBA Board is heading
to Northern California later this
summer to host a Q & A with the

Department of Boating & Waterways at the Encinal Yacht Club on
September 8th at 11:00 am I hope
that our members in the Bay Area
will join us for what we hope to
be an informative dialogue with
the Department.
As most of you may heard by
now Duncan McIntosh has announced that he will be promoting
a new Fall Boat Show September
22-25 to be held at the Cabrillo
Way Marina in San Pedro we will
keep you informed as more details
become available.
It maybe a little far off but
want CYBA Annual Dinner will be
held at the Kona Kai Resort Hotel
on Shelter Island in San Diego,
California on January 21, 2017 so
mark your calendars.

The “ALONG THE WATERFRONT” section in the newsletter
is getting great response. Remember this is a great way for your
company to get the word out on
changes at your office whether it
is new personnel, new productline, or even a new or relocated
office. These are all newsworthy
topics, and I hope you will take a
moment of your time and allow
your newsletter to work for you
– please submit articles to me via
email at jim@chuckhoveyyachts.
com. I ask that you try and keep
the article to a couple paragraphs
if at all possible. Thank you.
Respectfully,
James H. Johnson,
Editor

The Threat Every Broker Should Be Aware Of
As the Summer of 2016 hits its
stride, brokers should be informed
of, and tracking, the threat posed
by the federal government as they
move towards increased levels of
added ethanol in the nation’s fuel
supply. Currently capped at 10%
ethanol to 90% gasoline (E10),
the EPA is attempting to foist 15%
ethanol and 85% gasoline (E15)
on fuel docks and filling stations
PAGE 10

across the land. This is being done
under their (EPA) implementation
of the Renewable Fuel Standard
(RFS), and in startling disregard of
their own prohibition against using E15 in non-approved engines,
including motorcycles, off-road
vehicles, BOATS AND MARINE
EQUIPMENT, small spark-ignited
engines, and vehicles older than
2001.
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The American Automobile Association, American Motorcyclist
Association, and the National
Marine Manufacturers Association
have all stated that use of E15
will instantly void warranties for
their engine products. Research
conducted by these associations
has shown clearly that E15 use
in their (non flex-fuel) engines
(cont. on page 11)

The Threat Every Broker… (cont. from pg. 10)
can pose serious safety and technology concerns,
including operational malfunctions and complete
engine failure.
Many brokers and most of our clients (95%),
are unaware that E15 is prohibited for use in certain
engines, yet the EPA is embarking on this dangerous folly with no provisions for educating the public,
before or at the pump, of the dangers of E15 usage
except for a 3”x3” sign on the pumps. The idiocy
behind this ethanol mandate is epic, even by Washington standards. The corn ethanol lobby (Agribusiness, farm bureaus, and the like) has poured $100’s
of millions into PACs and political contributions, to
assure that this deeply flawed program will continue
to cause devastating consequences for taxpayers,
consumers, and the environment.
It is an important issue that each of us should have
a fundamental understanding of, so as to properly
protect our clients and their boats and equipment,
and to voice our opinions and dissatisfaction against
this flawed program. We get this type of malfeasance
when we allow federal, state and local governments
to force it on us, and we don’t push back. Worthy
objectives and goals are often hijacked and abased
by special interests with suspect motives. Knowledge
of the issue enables those of us affected about it
to educate our friends, families, and clients about
the often dangerous consequences of bureaucratic
incompetence, ignorance, and corruption.
The CYBA strongly urges our members to inform
yourselves on issues affecting the boating public, and
to take action when warranted. The CYBA Code of
Ethics speaks specifically to the duties and obligations
of our members in the following Sections: Section
22. Knowledge of Laws, Legislation and Section 23.
Keeping Informed of Boating Issues.
To learn more:
http://www.filluponfacts.com/
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/laws/RFS.html
https://keepamericafishing.org/ethanol-prob
lems-anglers/?v=7516fd43adaa
https://www.epa.gov/renewable-fuel-standardprogram

Traditional Boat Sales Is Dead, The
Old Way Of Selling Boats Doesn’t
Work Anymore…
by Vincent Finetti
The famous criminal Willie Sutton was once
asked why he robbed banks, and his response was
simple, eloquent, and humorous: “Because that’s
where the money is.”
I remember the day I finally found out where
(cont. on page 12)

“Let our 20 years of
Experience work for you!

So. Calif:

949. 475.0760

Jeff Long ●● Terry Maxwell
No. Calif:

510.749.0050

Joan Burleigh

Dona Jenkins
Maritime Document Service, Inc.
U.S. Coast Guard Documentation | CA State Registration
Mexican Fishing Licenses | Crew Lists
1050 Rosecrans St., Suite 3, San Diego, CA 92106
(619) 223-2279 u Fax (619) 223-1002
info@donajenkins.com | www.donajenkins.com
Active/Founding Member
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Traditional Boat Sales… (cont. from pg. 11)
the money was in business. I was
having a conversation with my
mentor when he suddenly said,
“You know Vince, there is absolutely no correlation between
being good and getting paid, but
there is a HUGE correlation between being good at sales & marketing and getting paid.”
It was like time had suddenly
frozen.
I realized how much effort I
had wasted focusing on things
that didn’t really matter for my
business. From that day on, I
decided to become a student of
sales & marketing. Now, when
we talk about sales & marketing, this real problem: The rules
of sales & marketing have completely changed over the last few
years.
In fact, according to Mary Barra, CEO of General Motors, “Sales
& marketing has changed more
in the last 5 years than in the
last 50.” As a result, if you don’t
adapt the way you market your
products to the way people buy
in 2016, you will face extreme
difficulties!
Let me explain:
A few years ago, customers
were doing 33% of the research
on their own and 67% of their
buying journey was done with
the help of the sales person.
The game has changed and
today’s customers are doing, on
average, 85% of the research
on their own (via the Internet)
and the 15% remaining with the
sales person.
What does this change mean
to you? Marketing now counts for
85% of the buying journey and
represents the core of your business. If things are not working for
you, it is probably because you
are stuck in “The Old Model” and
haven’t moved to the highly leveraged, profitable and predictable “NEW Model”.
You are still acting like it’s
2005. Just like an ostrich with its
head stuck in the sand...unwilling to admit that your market has
PAGE 12

dramatically changed.
Here is how marketing has
changed:
When USA had only 3 television networks, it was easy to
reach a large amount of prospects and get exposure with a
single commercial.
When majority of the American households started subscribing to newspapers or tuning into
local radio, it was also easy to
reach them with few targeted
media campaigns. Those days
are over.
Prospects today are spread
around thousands of different
channels (tv, cable, radio, pub-
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lications, websites, social media,
YouTube, podcasts, magazines,
newspapers, apps, etc…).
Let’s take TV for instance.
From 1977 to 2015, the number
one TV show in the US went from
a rating of 31.5% to 7.3%. That
is a 200% drop in exposure!
This massive drop didn’t only
happen in television but on all
other channels available today.
I was talking to a journalist
from IBI at the last Dusseldorf
Boat Show and he told me that
there are over 350+ magazines
and thousands of marine boating websites in our industry right
now.
(cont. on next page)

Traditional Boat Sales… (cont. from pg. 12)
Consumers are volatile and
focusing on a couple of traditional marketing channels is nothing
else than a guarantee for failure.
You Are Competing
For Attention!
Consumers are bombarded
with information on a daily basis
and their attention span is becoming shorter and shorter.
A few years ago, an average
consumer was exposed to 300 to
500 commercial messages a day.
Today, we are averaging nearly
5000 per day or 1.6 million per
year.
If you think that a couple of
tweets, emails or magazine ads
every month is enough, you have
to reconsider your entire strategy.
It has never been so challenging to captivate the prospects’ attention and compete in
the marketplace and traditional
communication channels such as
TV, radio, newspaper, magazines,
etc... are unfortunately becoming
fragmented and obsolete.
The fastest and easiest way to
spread your product is to leverage super- platforms.
They
literally
communicate through hundreds of millions to billions of people!
Let me show you the benefits of
the super platforms below:
Source: Bold Agency
Super platforms don’t only
offer nearly 10 times better CPMs
(cost to reach 1000 people); they
also offer a much better targeting
option, which makes the results
exponentially better. They also
offer the ability to track interested viewers so you can retarget
them. You can also upload your
entire email database to them
and reach your prospects or clients directly.
So my goal today was to
bring awareness on the dangers
of traditional advertising methods. They are just not providing
enough ROI anymore to keep
your business afloat.
Let’s review some of them,

for example: At the last Fort Lauderdale boat show I was talking
to the president of one of the
largest brokerage firms in the industry.
He was telling me how results at boat shows are not what
they used to be:
He said: “10 years ago when
we were bringing 10 boats at a
boat show we were able to sell,
on average, 8 of them. Today it is
more like 2 out of 10.”
Another
example
came
from a conversation I had a few
months ago with a friend and
CEO of a well-known yacht company. He told me that he remembers the days when they had an
article or an ad published in a
new magazine. They could see
the difference from the day the
magazines hit the stands as the
phones were ringing much more
than any other day of the month.
But today, they don’t notice a difference anymore as prospects
are volatile through hundreds of
different channels.
It is even the same for multiple listing sites. Let’s look at
Yachtworld’s data for a moment.
In their media kit, Yachtworld
reports that they have 112,379
listings, 3 million visitors monthly
and receive 45k leads per month.
They also reported 2,443 boats
sold during the month of March
2016.
What does all this data translate
to?
At this rate, and based on
their number of listings and
monthly sales ratio (around 2%)
you would need approximately
50 months or nearly 4 years to
sell an average listing.
Now let me make things
clear, I am not sharing my personal opinion but simply observations. I have nothing against boat
shows, Multiple Listing Sites or
magazines, and I am not saying
that you should stop using them.
I think that they are necessary in
our industry as long as you don’t
rely on them solely and invest

your marketing efforts in super
platforms and digital marketing.
The decline of those traditional marketing channels could
be explained by a fundamental
law in marketing called “The law
of the shittiest clickthrough.”
I heard about it for the first
time while reading a fascinating article by famous growth
hacker and venture capitalist
Andrew Chen. The article was
called “Growth Hackers Are The
New VPs Of Marketing”
The law of the shittiest clickthrough states that the effectiveness of new marketing campaigns will significantly diminish
over time.
For instance: The first banner
ad on HotWired’s website in 1998
debuted with a clickthrough rate
of 78%. Today, an average CTR
on a banner ad is 0.05%.
This law can be applied to offline marketing too. Remember
the 200% drop in TV ratings we
discussed earlier. Now the converse of this law is that if you
are the first to market on a new
channel, you can get amazing
results and ROI because of the
novelty and lack of competition.
Once you take advantage of this
law, you can get amazing results.
I hope that you start understanding why it is so important to
develop a marketing mindset as
it represents 85% of the buying
journey. I will spend more time
writing articles about how to leverage online advertising and
win the online boat sales game.
If you can’t wait for the free
content and want to learn more
about it, I will be happy to share
information with you about our
new Boat Sales Accelerator™.
We’ve spent thousands of
hours working and combining
all the most recent and efficient
advertising and marketing techniques and have now created the
Boat Sales Accelerator™.
Once you turn the machine
on, you’ll receive a constant flow
of prospects. Here is an example
(cont. on pg. 15)
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CYBA Legal Seminar Report
By Anita Petersen
June 8th marked the 19th year that the CYBA offered its Members an informative day of tips, updates,
and legislative concerns coming down the pipeline,
along with forecasts for the future of the California
Brokerage Sales Market. Over 80 Members filled
the room at the Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club where
twelve different speakers shared their knowledge of
our industry.
A big thank you goes out to CYBA President,
Jeff Merrill and CYBA Legal Counsel Thomas Russell
for hosting the day, the Department of Boating and
Waterways Staff for sharing with us some updates
with the DBW : Ramona Fernandez, Chief, Boating
Operations, Lane Massey, Manager Yacht & Ship Licensing Program and the introduction of Lynn Sadler,
Deputy Director.
Additional appreciation for all of our presenters
who took the time to prepare, travel and share with
our group: Peggy Bodenreider gave us a Boat Lending
Update, Dennis Moran shared how to avoid disputes
in yacht sales and the Arbitration Process when you
have one, Bruce Thornburg, a Customs Broker and
Ships Agent who shared customs procedures, Will
McTaggart with Cris Wenthur Law Group who reviewed key points of an LLC transaction and selling
a boat in Mexico, Our Key Note Speaker, RJ Lorenzi,
who gave an update about the California Boating
Congress and also about the opportunities and
challenges of the Boat to Boat Program (the Airbnb
of the boating industry). Mr. Lorenzi also shared a
passionate plea to the Members of the CYBA the
importance of our Members staying involved with the
legislative aspects of our industry, the importance of
continuing to build good working relationships with
our legislators and the Members of the DBW so that
together we can ensure the success of the boating
industry in California.
After lunch we had some fun. Much appreciation
to Susan Rigolet from the Mary Conlin Company
who gave us a Coast Guard Documentation update.
And, very importantly, Nick Friedman who shared
the new CYBA Forms Program which is awesome.
The program is currently in Beta testing with several
of our Members and will be introduced to our full
Membership in the upcoming months. I also got to
share with our Members some of the things I have
seen over my 25 years in the boating industry that
could help save them from being faced with disputes
or legal actions in their businesses.
Overall, the CYBA Legal Seminar was a great success. Your Board of Directors does an admirable job
in producing this event, as well as, everything else
involved in overseeing the CYBA Organization. We
thank all of the Members who attended this year. And,
most importantly, we encourage all of our Members
to please attend these programs. 1. Email the CYBA
if there are any topics you would like to see included
PAGE 14
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in the future. 2. Continue to attend, it takes a lot of
effort for all of our volunteers to put these programs
together and for those of you who couldn’t make it,
we really need your attendance to continue to offer
these valuable events, not only for the success of the
CYBA, but also for the success of your businesses and
the California Boating Industry as a whole. Have a
great selling summer everyone!

REMINDER
Your association has many occasions to communicate with the
membership during the year and virtually all of it is now conducted
by email.
If you have changed your email address recently, or are not getting
email broadcasts from CYBA, please forward your current email
address to Don Abbott, our Executive Director at don@cyba.info

Traditional Boat Sales… (cont. from pg. 13)
below.
Example Campaign: Boat Sales Accelerator™ LLP
(Listing Landing Page) with Retargeting campaign.
One boat promotion: July 5th 2016.
Remember that the strategies you had a few
years ago don’t work anymore.
The average advertising expenditure per capita
in USA in 2016 is $548. With so much noise, spending money on brand awareness towards people
who will never buy your boat is the most ineffective thing you can do in 2016. Too many yacht
builders still focus too much on brand exposure. It
might have worked 10 years ago, but the consumers are exposed to so many messages today that it
is a waste of money.
It is essential to focus your marketing efforts on
reaching your desired targeted audience and then
focusing on building relationships, sales & referrals.
Once you have identified qualified prospects or audience, you can use retargeting or remarketing to
build your brand awareness.
So while it has never been so challenging to be
heard and get some attention from your audience,
it has also never been so easy to target prospects.
Use technology and super platforms to your
advantage and always remember that boat sales is
usually a very selective market so: “Don’t count the
people you reach but reach the people who count!”

Make Your Advertising
Dollar an Investment...
Not an Expense!
We distribute over 20,000 magazines
per month, every month.
Your ad hits the streets before the month begins,
two weeks before any other marine publication.

Contact J.P. at (800) 878-7886
or JP@YachtsForSale.com
to reserve space.
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CYBA Board Of Directors Meeting
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 – iMeet
CALL TO ORDER: 9:01AM – Jeff Merrill
DIRECTORS PRESENT: Don Abbott (Exec. Dir.),
Dean West, Nick Friedman, Tony Faso, Mik Maguire, Dennis Moran, Anita Petersen, Jeff Merrill, Jim
Johnson
RECOGNIZE GUEST(S): Lon Bubeck and Mark Rentziperis
APPROVE MINUTES:
FINANCIAL REPORT: Jim Johnson – Jim shared the
P&Ls. CYBA received monies that were due from
both NMMA and Yachtworld.

TRADE ASSNS: Dean West explained he was unable to attend ABC and asked for voluntary replacement. Discussed DBW regarding waiver forms
and termination clauses. Discussed potential workshop for members regarding forms using Tom Russell as the moderator.
OTHER TOPICS: Discussed future meeting dates
and decided for next board meeting to precede legal seminar in Southern California.
NEW BUSINESS:
ADJOURNED: 10:50AM. MOTION: Don Abbott, 2nd,
Mik Maguire

CORRESPONDENCE: Don Abbott, N/A

CYBA Board Of Directors Meeting

MEMBERSHIP: Mark Rentziperis – CYBA gained
eight new members for April. Dennis Moran discussed possibility for honorary membership to
former member. It was noted some salespeople
have not renewed their membership and Don will
follow up.

Wednesday, June 7 – 6:00PM in person BCYC

FORMS: Nick Friedman – Discussed meeting with
Yatco. Roll out/beta test scheduled for last week of
May. Nick to do presentation.
BOAT SHOWS: Dean West – Nothing to report.
Dennis Moran discussed San Diego Boat Show
with Duncan – still TBD if CYBA will have a booth.
WEBSITE/PUBLICITY: Jeff discussed a desire for
some new content from board members and Mik
to call Carol Bloom regarding doing a word press
site.
LEGAL: Discussed two bills relating to removal of
vessels (AB 2092) and its potential draining of general budget. Discussed antifouling paint contamination testing. Bill Krauss to give updates. Nick Friedman explained that he spoke to Marinda Isley and
she will be looking into non-Yachtworld PLS listing
and coming up with guidelines.
ANNUAL EVENTS: Discussed upcoming legal seminar at BCYC. Anita to send agenda to board of directors. Discussed potential Norcal Q&A with board
of directors meeting September 7. Discussed Don
looking for new location for Annual Dinner, January
2017.

Visit Our Website
www.cyba.info
PAGE 16
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CALL TO ORDER: 6:08PM – Jeff Merrill
DIRECTORS PRESENT: Don Abbott (Exec. Dir.),
Dean West, Nick Friedman, Tony Faso, Mik Maguire, Dennis Moran, Anita Petersen, Jeff Merrill
RECOGNIZE GUEST(S): Mark Rentziperis, Steve
Meyers and Tom Russell
APPROVE MINUTES: Dean motioned, Nick second
FINANCIAL REPORT: Don Abbott reviewed financials
CORRESPONDENCE: Don Abbott discussed a very
positive letter written by Sherry Cameron regarding
the How to Buy and Sell a Boat brochure.
MEMBERSHIP: Mark Rentziperis – discussed the
removal of two past due salespeople and the addition of Joanne Ferrell and Kambiz Palavan, Master
Member. Dean suggested a year-over-year membership analysis review – Mark and Dean to provide data. Agreed to take a vote on membership
dues and initiation costs. (see post meeting vote at
bottom).
FORMS: Nick Friedman – forms to be unveiled at
legal seminar. Beta testing will begin shortly on a
volunteer basis. Discussed the PowerPoint presentation that will be done at legal seminar.
BOAT SHOWS: Dean West – discussed CYBA future
as it relates to Duncan. Discussed CYBA involvement/ownership of a Northern California show.
(cont. on next page)

Board Meeting… (cont. from pg. 16)
WEBSITE/PUBLICITY: Mik discussed various website
developments with Yatco. Sale Safe brochure to be
emailed.
LEGAL: A. Legislative: Mik Maguire commented
about the importance of using Bill Kraus to advocate on the ethanol issue.
B. By-laws/Ethics: Dean West, N/A
C. Arbitration: Dennis Moran informed us there is
still one mediated case pending.
D. PLS Committee: Nick Friedman met with Marinda at DBW. No further action since.
E. Nominating Committee: Jeff Merrill and Dennis
Moran, JR Means will be stepping down.
ANNUAL EVENTS: Discussed legal seminar process
with Anita. Discussed Norcal Q&A. Nick informed
that YachtWorld will present at BOD meeting in October. Don Abbott discussed Annual Dinner potential sites. All agreed for a San Diego location and
vote was approved for January 14 date. Dean West
moved, Nick Friedman second.
TRADE ASSNS: Jeff Merrill reported about his attendance of the NYBA annual meeting in Seattle.
OTHER TOPICS: Mik Maguire gave a full report regarding his trip to Washington, D.C. to attend the
ABC Conference. Felt it was very informative and
recommends CYBA attendance in upcoming years.
Discussed YachtWorld Fall Seminar possible topics.
NEW BUSINESS:
ADJOURNED: 8:45PM. MOTION: Nick Friedman,
2nd, Mik Maguire
Post meeting email vote – Dean West Motion, Nick
Friedman Second – approved regarding membership dues and initiation fees effective January 1,
2017: Commencing in January 2017, the membership fee for Brokers and Salespersons raised
to $48, and that Initiation Fees be reinstated and
modified to be $50 for Brokers, Salespersons, and
Affiliate members. Furthermore, Master Member
rates are to remain at $348, but the Initiation Fee
to be reinstated at $200.
Your CYBA Board of Directors
believe this is an excellent resource for used boat buyers. You
can download the booklet in PDF
format from the CYBA.info website
or order the hard copies from Don
Abbott.

Attention all interested
Yacht Brokers and Salespersons:

CERTIFIED
PROFESSIONAL
YACHT BROKER (CPYB)
~ STUDY SESSION AND TESTING ~
Contact Lon Bubeck or Nick Friedman
for next
study session & exam.
The CYBA is conducting a study session, immediately followed
by the examination, for all those interested in becoming Certified
Professional Yacht Brokers. This will be our first available session
in response to the great interest in this worthy program.
If you have a desire to take your business and personal
accomplishment up to the next level, you owe it to yourself and
your clients to earn the CPYB designation. Join a growing number
of the best and brightest brokers nationwide in increasing your
knowledge, professionalism, and ethical standards as they relate
to your chosen profession.
For complete information, including study materials, applications,
and required qualifications, please visit the National Yacht Broker
Certification website at www.cpyb.net. There you will find all the
forms you need in a downloadable format.

If you have any questions, please contact one
of the CYBA’s Members on the Certification
Advisory Council:
Lon Bubeck, CPYB
Flying Cloud Yachts, Long Beach
562-594-9716
lonbubeck@verizon.net
Nick Friedman, CPYB
San Pedro Yacht Sales
310-748-5409
yachtbroker@pacbell.net
You may also respond to cpyb@cyba.info or contact any CYBA
Board Member. The National Yacht Broker Certification office
needs time to process your application and to perform your
background check.
Brokers wishing to attend the study session, but who are not
testing, are welcome. However you must reserve a space! Seating
is limited!
NOTE: This session is for CYBA Members only. If you are not
yet a Member, and would like to join, contact the CYBA office
immediately @ 800-875-2922.
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CYBA Board Of Directors Meeting
Board of Directors – July Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, July 6 – 9:00AM
CALL TO ORDER: 9:05PA – Jeff Merrill
DIRECTORS PRESENT: Don Abbott (Exec. Dir.),
Dean West, Nick Friedman, Tony Faso, Mik Maguire, Dennis Moran, Jeff Merrill, Jim Johnson
RECOGNIZE GUEST(S): Lon Bubeck (Past Pres.)
APPROVE MINUTES: Dean motioned, Nick second
FINANCIAL REPORT: Don Abbott reviewed financials. Balance sheet looks strong. Discussed need
to replace boat show income.
CORRESPONDENCE: Don Abbott - representative
from the Galapagos Islands to potentially become
an affiliate member.
MEMBERSHIP: Several new members, expect to
have more salesperson applications when the new
Forms are finalized.
FORMS: Nick Friedman – discussed Yatco forms to
beta test next week. Called on additional potential
volunteers to be part of beta testing. Announced
August 1 as a proposed date to go live with new
forms. Board discussed the formalities involved
with electronic signatures and the law and the involvement of DBW.
BOAT SHOWS: Dean West – San Diego Boat Show
was a success. Promising involvement on the Super Yacht group. Jim Johnson reported boat show
attendance was very strong. The Sail Time event
went well. Public noted better displays and concessionaires were improved. Duncan Macintosh was
pleased with show. Board discussed contribution
by DM and how to better develop CYBA relationship with DM.
NEWSLETTER: Ready to go to press next week. Discussed the E15 topic.
WEBSITE/PUBLICITY: Mik Maguire – still looking
for a potential revamping of website. Discussed
upcoming events and how to better promote them
including the Annual Dinner. Discussed the appearance of sponsorship and how to better recognize
our Gold sponsors on web page and the format of
the page layout.
LEGAL: A. Legislative: no new correspondence regarding vessel abandonment funding.
B. By-laws/Ethics: N/A
C. Arbitration: One case is soon to settle. One new
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complaint was filed and subsequently resolved.
D. PLS Committee: N/A
E. Nominating Committee: discussed potential future board candidates.
ANNUAL EVENTS: Legal Seminar: Recognized a
great job done by Anita and agreed next year Dean
and Jim to arrange legal seminar in San Diego and
discuss potential dates.
NorCal BoD September meeting and DBW Q&A:
Discussed particulars.
Annual Dinner: Potential locations pared down.
Discussed potential sites as Yacht Clubs or Kona
Kai. Discussed potential regional marina sponsorship. RJ Lorenzi thought to be a possible liaison.
Eventbrite discussed. Mik to talk with Don Abbott.
TRADE ASSNS: Lon informed us that every applicant failed the new CPYB test and CPYB looking at
redesigning test. Nick discussed YachtWorld presentation upcoming in Newport Beach will include
Novamar Insurance. Discussed sales tax caps and
how CYBA may approach lobbyist Bill Krause to
advocate in this area and how we can learn from
New Jersey’s successful passing of legislation.
OTHER TOPICS: Safe Sale brochures to be distributed and/or changed.
NEW BUSINESS: Upcoming Nor Cal Board meeting
with DBW and including some highlight aspects
of the legal seminar – Mik to make a flyer. Board
discussed the specifics of meeting including topics
for discussion, timeline of seminar and how to promote the benefits of membership.
ADJOURNED: 10:20AM

ALONG THE
WATERFRONT
Discovery Bay Yachts Under New Helm
Discovery Bay Yacht Sales has been sold to Scott
and Karen Mann and now sports the slightly different name of Discovery Bay Yachts Inc.
We are proud to host a superior inventory of
small ski boats and larger yachts of over 45 ft. Please
visit our staff by phone or e-mail as we are looking
forward to making new friends and cooperating in
yacht sales.
Discovery Bay Yachts are still located in the fresh
water of the Sacramento Ca. Delta and our inventory is moored in the Discovery Bay Marina, Tiki Lagun
Marina, Whiskey Slough Marina and as far west as
Pittsburg Municipal Marina.

NYBA Annual Meeting, May 2016
By Jeff Merrill, CPYB
In May I was in Anacortes, WA for the TrawlerFest
and stayed up north an extra day so I could attend
the NYBA (Northwest Yacht Brokers Association) annual meeting to represent the CYBA. It really wasn’t
a meeting as much as it was a gathering of brokers
with several educational seminars. The location was
the Lynnwood Convention Center and nearly 70
brokers were on hand.
As most of you
know, the CYBA was
founded in 1975 as
the first yacht broker association in the
United States. There
are now a total of
seven regional yacht
broker associations in
the U.S. and Canada.
Each association is
comprised of an allvolunteer board of
directors and each group faces the same challenges
and opportunities. The yacht broker business, like real
estate sales, is a very established industry yet there
is always something new to learn.
The NYBA has a three-person executive staff and
the event was chaired by their executive director,
Bonnie Robertson, with presentations also given
by Kirsten Berg (events and promotions) and Emily
Varner who is their membership coordinator.
With all of the daily demands we each face to get
everything done and stay in touch with our clients
it can be hard to justify the time it takes to turn off
your phone for a couple of hours and transition into
a listener, but every time I do I always pick up some
important insights.
The speakers and topics as this year’s NYBA annual meeting were:
Jennifer Patterson, Peoples Bank - Navigating
marine loans - Tips for helping buyers obtaining
financing
Joe Klein MTI Worldwide and Officer Barnes from
Friday Harbor – U.S. Customs discussion
Fred Robinson, Robinson Law Firm - attorney –
Dual Agency and Washington State permits
John Schuster – Facebook advertising
Fred Kemp – Rich Haynie Insurance – boat insurance updates
There seems to be a growing trend in boat sales
towards more travel to meet with clients and close
deals. It’s part of our new reality in the yacht brokerage business, not uncommon to get on a plane
when we used to do most of our business locally
and commute by car. If you are in another area
when one of our sister organizations hosts an event,
I encourage you to participate. The FYBA (Florida
Yacht Brokers Association) and YBAA (Yacht Brokers

Association of America) also hold all-day educational
events throughout the year that are definitely worth
looking in to.
Many of you reading this joined us in June for the
19th annual Yacht Sales and the Law legal seminar
in Corona del Mar, and know what I’m talking about.
There is always a new wrinkle to consider – things
that we forget and things that we haven’t’ thought
about.
The next CYBA event you can take advantage of
will be held in Oakland this September. Your board
of directors will be having an open meeting for all
CYBA members to attend and we have invited the
DBW back to participate in a Q & A session. Past CYBA
presidents Dennis Moran (arbitration issues) and Nick
Friedman (the new CYBA forms) will also be giving
presentations. This will be a great opportunity for all
of us to not only get more involved, but I guarantee it
will be worth your time as you will no doubt pick up
some fresh new advice and some timely and useful
information to raise your awareness and improve
your professionalism.
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CYBA Legal Seminar Report
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Look For The Logo!
Please contact Don Abbott
if you would like a CYBA sticker
for your office.
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CYBA Membership Report

By Mark Rentziperis- Membership Chairman

Take advantage of the Membership Incentive now.

For the remainder of the calendar year the Board of Directors has agreed to to continue to waive the initiation fee for
all categories of membership, but effective January 1st 2017 not only will the initiation fee be reinstated, we are also
increasing the fees for associate brokers and salespersons.
The CYBA Board would like to welcome aboard the following new members, we look forward to your involvement
with your Association. Please feel free to call on any of us in the future should our assistance be needed.
Walker Banks
Denison Yacht Sales
Sponsor
Nereus Dastur

NEW MEMBERSHIP
John Woolley
Denison Yacht Sales
Sponsor
Nereus Dastur

William Palmer
Denison Yacht Sales
Sponsor
Nereus Dastur

Denise George
Denison Yacht Sales
Sponsor
Nereus Dastur

Brendan Dooney
CA Yacht Sales
Sponsor
Tom Nuxoll

Jim Chamberlain
CA Yacht Sales
Sponsor
Tom Nuxoll

Todd Rittenhouse
Northrop & Johnson
Sponsor
Dennis Moran

Thomas Corkett
Northrop & Johnson
Sponsor
Dennis Moran

Jim Elliott
Northrop & Johnson
Sponsor
Dennis Moran

Leilani Reyes
Cruising Yachts Inc.
Sponsor
Ian Van Tuyl

Timothy Vandivier
Cruising Yachts Inc.
Sponsor
Ian Van Tuyl

Monthly Quote
“You have to find something that you love enough to be able to take risks, jump over the hurdles and break
through the brick walls that are always going to be placed in front of you. If you don’t have that kind of
feeling for what it is you’re doing, you’ll stop at the first giant hurdle.” – George Lucas
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Calendar

July 28 		
		

San Diego Brokers/Sales Forum – 11:30 am
Location – Pier 32 Marina – San Diego, CA

August 25
		

San Diego Brokers/Sales Forum – 11:30 am
Location - Fiddler’s Green – San Diego, CA

Sept 8		
		

NorCal Q & A with the DBW – 11:00 AM
Encinal Yacht Club – Alameda, CA

Sept 8 		
		

CYBA Board Meeting – 1:30 pm
Encinal Yacht Club – Alameda, CA

Sept 14-18
		

38th Annual Seattle Boats Afloat Show
South Lake Union – Seattle, WA

Sept 22-25
		

Southern California Boat Show
Cabrillo Way Marina – San Pedro, CA

Sept 29 		
		

San Diego Brokers/Sales Forum – 11:30 am
Location - Fiddler’s Green – San Diego, CA
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